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Senate Resolution 816

By:  Senators Anderson of the 43rd, Davenport of the 44th, Butler of the 55th, Tate of the

38th, Seay of the 34th and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Captain NuLuv Jones; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Captain NuLuv Jones is a former Airborne Army Captain who has led troops2

in peacetime and in war and who now guides parents through the Basic Training of Parenting3

by helping them gain the insight and courage to leverage their power wisely and stand in4

their authority with love and ease without the concern of being labeled friend or foe by their5

children; and6

WHEREAS, with Captain Jones' assistance, parents gain tremendous returns on their7

investment of resources by guiding their children to become self-sufficient adults and8

contributing members of society; and9

WHEREAS, she graduated cum laude from Benedict College with a bachelor's degree in10

computer science and was recognized as a Distinguished Military Graduate, with an Army11

commission as a second lieutenant; she also earned a bachelor's degree in psychology from12

Georgia State University, where she graduated summa cum laude; and13

WHEREAS, Captain Jones is certified as both a life coach and a parent coach, facilitates14

training for the prevention of child sexual abuse for Stewards of Children, and has also15

served as a Court Appointed Special Advocate; and16

WHEREAS, she is currently a presenter for National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) In17

Our Own Voice, where she shares the transformational story of her diagnosis of18

post-traumatic stress disorder, resulting from a plane crash and wartime deployment, to19

discovering her purpose of helping others succeed in their own transformational journeys;20

she also is a trainer for NAMI Family Support Group facilitators; and21

WHEREAS, Captain Jones is committed to improving the lives of others and her community22

through volunteering and by serving with the Salvation Army, Hosea Feeds, the Alliance23
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Theatre, the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, Caminar Latino, St. Jude, Clayton County24

Schools, and numerous other organizations; and25

WHEREAS, internationally known as the Transformational Love Messenger, Captain NuLuv26

Jones has fast become the Premier Parent Right Now Expert.  She helps frustrated parents27

find their center by healing their own inner child and improving their interpersonal,28

partnering, and parenting skills so that they build more congruent and loving families; and29

WHEREAS, Captain Jones is committed to helping parents navigate the land mines of30

parenting and enabling their children to tap into their own inner genius and greatness, love31

themselves, and live abundant and joyous lives; and32

WHEREAS, she is featured on The Tavis Smiley Radio Show series, Too Important To Fail,33

where she shares how she successfully parented her own children through a failing education34

system and an apathetic community; and35

WHEREAS, Captain Jones is firmly committed to public service, and as a result she belongs36

to several organizations, including the American Psychological Association, National37

Military Family Association, Atlanta Veterans Affairs Mental Health Advisory Council,38

Georgia State University Parent Association, Georgia State University Alumni Association,39

Psi Chi International Honor Society, Who's Who Among Students in American Universities40

and Colleges, and Association of Nontraditional Students in Higher Education, as well as41

being an Institute for Veterans and Military Families Veteran Women Igniting the Spirit of42

Entrepreneurship alumna; and43

WHEREAS, she is an award-winning author of the collaborative work Pebbles in the Pond:44

Transforming the World One Person at a Time and the blessed mother of 23 year-old triplet45

sons; and46

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding dedication and service47

of this exemplary Georgian be appropriately recognized.48

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body49

recognize and commend Captain NuLuv Jones for her many valuable contributions on behalf50

of the citizens of Georgia and the United States and extend best wishes for her continued51

success.52
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed53

to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Captain NuLuv54

Jones.55


